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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-18375 

Densities of states and core-electron energy levels of Fe, Co, 

Ni, Cu, and Ft were studied by means of x-ray photoelectron spectro-

scopy. The density of states results are in good agreement with 

similar data from other experimental techniques and with theory, 

but do not agree with the results of early ultraviolet photoemission 

work on Fe, Co, and Ni. The core levels of Fe metal and Co metal 

do not show exchange-induced splittings. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (xps) can in principle provide a rather 

direct determination of N(E), the denSity of states near the Fermi level,l as 

well as very precise information on core electron binding energies. l ,2 We have 

applied this t~chnique to the metals Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, and Ft. 

The densities of states of these metals have been investigated in recent 

years by ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS), ion-neutralization spec-

troscopy (INS), and soft x-ray emission spectroscopy (SXS). All five metals 

have been investigated by at least one teChnique, as follows: Fe(ups3), Co(ups 4), 

Ni(UPS,5 INS,6 SXS7), Cu(ups,8,9 xps,l SXS,lO,ll INS6), Ft(Ups12). The UPS 

results for Ni5 do not show a dominant peak in density of states near the Ferm,i 
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level, in disagreement with INS,6 SXS,7 and theory.13 The UPS results for Fe 3 

4 
and Co are very similar to those of Ni and also disagree with simple band 

theory. The UPS method alone gives a peak at ~(Ef - 5)eV for Fe, Co, and Ni 

and at ~(Ef - 7)eV for Cu. A summary of these results is shown in Figure 1. 

The possible causes of these discrepancies have been discussed in detail 

4 6 7 14 elsewhere. ' " Thus the experimental situation was not certain and it was 

of considerable interest to compare UPS results to those of XPS, a closely 

related technique for which the large photon energy should decrease any modu-

lation of the electron spectra by the final denSity of states, relaxation 

phenomena, or other many-body effects. 

In addition, the core levels of ferromagnetic Fe, Co, and Ni should be 

split by the exchange interaction with the unfilled d-shell. 15 Unrestricted 

Hartree-Fock (UHF) calculations on free atoms indicate that this core polariza-

tion gives rise to a considerable difference between the binding energies of 

spin-up and spin-down electrons. In particular this difference for iron is 

approximately 3 eV for the 2s and 2p subshells and 10 eV for the 3s and 3p 

16 subshells. Although UHF calculations no doubt overestimate these differences 

by neglecting correlations between electrons of unlike spin,15 there is reason 

to believe that UHF estimates should be at least within a factor of 5 of the 

fully correlated values. 17,18 Chemical bonding effects of an ionic nature 

have also been found to be small. 17 As the overall linewidths of x-ray 

produced photoelectron lines from core levels are 1-3eV, such splittings are 

in principle detectable by XPS. We have therefore examined the spectra 

originating in the 2Pl /2' 2p3/2 ' 3s and 3p levels of solid Fe and Co to check 

for such splittings. 

• 

• 
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The XPS technique has been described elsewhere. l ,2 Mg~ x-rays (1253.6 eV) 

were used-to excite electrons into continuum states, and they were magnetically 

analyzed in the Berkeley iron-free spectrometer. The total instrumental line 

width including x-ray width was ~1.0 eV. Since the photoelectrons originate 

primarily from sites near the surface,1,2 the sample surfaces were cleaned 

continuously by heating them in -2 
~10 torr hydrogen atmosphere. The surface 

cleanliness was monitored by following the oxygen ls photoelectron line as ' 

indicated in Figure 2. At the lower temperatures the iron 3p line is double 

because oxide formation chemically shifts the core levels in atoms near the 

surface •. At higher temperatures the intensity of the oxygen "line" (oxide 

+ H20 + O
2 

+ Co2 ) decreases and the iron 3p line narrows to a width character

istic of iron metal. Structure is even resolvable in the oxygen ls line, the 

right peak prob~bly being due to the more weakly bound adsorbed gases. All 

runs were made in temperature regions for which the oxygen line had negligible 

intensity (700°C - 950°C) and the core levels had stable widths. No significant 

changes were detectable in the distributions near the Fermi level of Fe and Co 

in the range 550 - 925°C. Thus XPS is unable to detect the effect of the ferro-

magnetic transition on the density of states. This insensitivity of N(E) has 

been observed in previous UPS5 and INS
6 

studies on Ni. 

An XPS spectrum for eu near the Fermi level is shown in Figure 3. The 

uncorrected result is directly from the experimental data. The tail on the 

left side is due to inelastic scattering, and the peak on the right side is 

due to the Mg~3-4 satellite x-ray lines. The corrected spectrum has been 
. , , 

obtained by operating on the uncorrected data with an inverted response 

function R-l(E), where R(E) was obtained empirically from the experimental 
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profile of naturally sharp 3p core levels in the same sample. As the kinetic 

energies of electrons from the selected core levels were only 5-10% less than 

those of electrons from the valence band, the scattering characteristics of the 

two should be very nearly the same. Thus, the R-l(E) correction is straight-

forward and accurate. Also, we note that the resolvable features of any of the 

corrected XPS spectra of Figure 1 were easily visible in the uncorrected spec-

trum, so that the correction serves primarily to define more accurately the 

width of the d-bands for the metals investigated. The pt results of Figure 1 

are uncorrected as Pt has no relatively isolated core level for use in deriving 

R(E). The corrected XPS spectra should thus very directly reflect the properties 

of the density of states modulated by transition probabilities appropriate to 

the x-ray photoelectric process. The accuracy of location of the Fermi level 

is ~ ±0.5 eV for all metals. 

Figure 1 summarizes the results of various experiments and includes 

theoretical predictions for Fe,19 Ni,13 and Cu.
20 

On. the basis of these results 

we make the following conclusions: 1) where comparisons are possible, XPS results 

are in good agreement with those of INS, SXS, and one-electron theory, 2) the 

agreement qetween UPS and XPS is fair for pt and Cu, but poor for Fe, Co, and Ni 

(solid curve). (We note however, that our results are in good agreement with re-

. 21 ) 22 22 cent UPS measurements for Nl (dotted curve; Fe, and Co made under better 

surface conditions than previous work,3,4,5 although for Ni the peak at 

~ -5 eV is enhanced in the UPS results relative to the shoulder appearing in 

our work.) 3) The peaks in the UPS results at ~ -5 eV for Fe, Co, and Ni 

and ~ -7 eV for Cu would appear to be due to spurious effects and could intro-

duce a strong distortion of the UPS distributions away from those reflecting 

• 
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the initial density of states, 4) spurious effects of the type discussed in 

3) are less important in XPS than in UPS, although the absolute resolution of 

XPS is at present lower by approximately a factor of two. 

The results of Figure 2 indicate no core polarization splitting of the 
I;) 

3p level of iron at T/T 
c 

'V 0.7 and there is also no apparent decrease in line-

width as T increases to 'VT 
c' where such polarization should disappear. The 

spin-orbit splitting in this level is 'VI. 6 eV and the linewidths of the two 

components (including instrumental contributions) is 'V2.5 eV. Similar results 

were obtained for the 2Pl/2' 2P3/2' and 3s levels of iron and for the same 

four core levels in Co. Ni was studied only in the paramagnetic state as its 

Curie temperature is too low to permit freeing the surface of adsorbed con-

taminants. Our results thus indicate that either the XPS technique is 

incapable of detecting core polarization effects or that the detailed many-

body interactions in the solid decrease the splittings by a factor of 5-10 from 

the Hartree-Fock free atom values. Further work is underway to clarify this 

problem. \"e can set a tentative upper limit of 'VI eV on any exchange-

induced splitting observable by photoelectric processes in Fe and Co metal. 

We express our gratitude to D. E. Eastman, W. E. Spicer, A. J. Freeman 

and R. K. Nesbet for comments regarding this work. 
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FIGURE CAPrIONS 

Fig. 1. Summary of some experimental and theoretical studies related to the 

density of states near the Fermi level (Ef ). The experimental data do 

not strictly represent the density of states, but rather a transition 

density appropriate to each experimental technique. Data other than XPS 

have been obtained from: Fe Theo. (ref. 19), Fe UPS (ref. 3), Ni Theo. 

(ref. 13), Ni UPS (ref.5, SOlid; ref. 21, dotted), Ni INS (ref. 6), Ni SXS 

(ref. 7), Cu Theo. (ref. 20), Cu UPS (ref. 9), Cu INS (ref. 6), Cu SXS, M3 

(ref. 10), Cu SXS, L3 (ref. 11), Co UPS (ref. 4), and pt UPS (ref. 12). 

Ordinate scales are arbitrary but base line corresponds to zero for all 

cases. Abscissas in units of eVe 

Fig. 2. Effect of hydrogen and increased temperature on the oxygen ls and 

iron 3p photoelectron lines. The abscissa is electron kinetic energy. 

The ordinate scale for all Ols spectra is the same. 

Fig. 3. Correction of a Cu XPS spectrum for the effects of scattering and 

satellite x-ray lines. A constant background of 4900 cts./2 min was 

subtracted from both spectra to give the net counts. 

PI! 
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